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Creativity: How will we show we understand 
in multiple ways?

Narrative hook –Each morning we follow the progress of the Rover on 
NASA website

People: Zoom call from the future: the first human on Mars 2035

Place: Recreating Ramsbury on Mars ? What makes a community?

Problem: Gravity/Environment/habitats/colonies/ethics/do we start again? 
How would we do it differently? How do we lay roots?

Possibilities: Interview with UK Space Agency to discuss their ideas

Earth and Space. An overview of our solar 
system and its operations. Day/night, Seasons. 
A natural comparison to Mars.
Mars orbits closer and further away (ellipses)

Gravity/atmosphere/conditions on another 
planet and making plans for how we might 
overcome these issues

Ancient Greece: the pioneers of space 
investigation and discovery. Using myths to 
work out and explain the unknown
Democracy, how society lives together. 
Geocentric and Heliocentric models.
Greeks gave planets a song/mood

Comparing the terrain of Mars and Earth 
(volcanoes and Mountains).

Our sense of responsibility

English - Travel Brochure for living on Mars –
persuasive piece

DT – Design projects (build 
structures and vehicles that can survive on 
Mars)

PSHEC: How will we ensure harmony 
on our new planet, Democracy, law

Computing – a radio podcast for Mars to Earth 
contact. Radio frequency still takes several 
minutes to travel that far

Music – a national anthem for our new 
community

Present to Year 1

Connections to previous learning

Growing plants (on another planet?) (Year 1,4)

Vikings Year 4

Year 2 Geography – Arctic explorers

Connections to future learning

War/conflict? All Years/ Year 6

Year 1: Our place, aspirations

Earth is suffering at the hands of humans. Do 
we really have the right to just walk away and 
start again?

How can we rectify past mistakes? What can 
we do differently?

Look to the past to rectify our future.

UK Space Agency Swindon.

Interview with local community on their 
thoughts about moving the village to Mars.

Outdoor learning: scale and distance of planets

Zoom call with IN: Space Hampshire

Content: What will we learn? Coherence: How does this link to other year 
groups and core subjects?

Compassion: What opportunities are there to 
show compassion for the environment and 

each other?

Community: Where are the links to local 
expertise and resources? Visits and visitors

Overall outcome
The pupils will be employees of RASA: their task is to determine whether it 
is feasible and ethical to relocate. They will present their ideas for relocating 
as a species to parents? Miss Price? Parish Council? Class 1

Core subjects

Maths – Place value (making sense of big numbers distance, 
scale)/statistics – turning data into graphs
English – Travel brochures/letter writing and postcards. Formal and 
informal style when promoting the new planet

FUTURE: 
Do we have the right to be Martians?

'Perseverance Rover' launched July 2020 – arrives February 2021

Key vocabulary
Environment, gravity, democracy, habitat, atmosphere, ostracized, government, perseverance, explore, 
planet, settlement, 

Texts
Cosmic by Frank Cotrell Boyce
Myths and Legends – Greek and other
Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief Who let the Gods out Maz Evans



Key vocabulary

Fragile, Vivid, Hearty, Deprive, Entire, Pasture, Preserve, Furious, Independent, Blossom, Venture 
Gigantic, Anticipate, Aggressive, Recognise, Hazy, Outstanding, Numerous, Ancestor, Sparse 

Ghana: The contrasting life of a Class 5 pupil 
(Thomas)

Symbolism: The Raven. Introduce poetry unit 
based on Gothic fiction and Edgar Allen Poe

Fables: African and Western cultures
Write a fable based on Ramsbury or Ghana

The history of the village and the UK up to the 
Roman Invasion prepared for Term 5 and 6

Lebanon/Beirut – civil war

Maps and navigation

Infographic: Ramsbury/Ghana

Illustrated life cycles of animals and flowers
Dissection of flower. Life cycle and features of 
Ground nuts (Ghana) Lizzy Harper works

Write a fable based on Ramsbury or Ghana

Perform a stanza of The Raven

Write a poem influenced by Edgar Allen Poe

Navigate around the Village using 4/6 figure 
grid reference

Make a Ghanaian xylophone

Peace raps/poems

Stained glass church windows

Location seeking activity based on 
geographical features

Shields of Iron age/Celtics

Class 3 World War 2 
Class 4 : Saxons
Class 1: Our place

Settlements relate back to Mars idea of the 
future from Autumn term

Maths: using perimeter and area in human 
geography

Literacy: texts about this country/classic 
writing.  Writing about sense of place in the 
world. 

Term 5/6 Rome: giving this a context

Charity link with Ghana. Comparisons drawn 
with a day in the life of a Year 5 boy

Rise:up – Young people changing the world

The Blue Planet novel highlights the effect of 
human impact and Oranges in No mans land 
has a focus on war. Both novels use the 
perspective of children,

Local historians and locations/trips
Significance of location

Ramsbury manor
Ramsbury Estates
Crowood House
The Church

Sarah Gardner ATE: Ramsbury linked with 
Ghana. 

Content: What will we learn? Coherence: How does this link to other year 
groups and core subjects?

Compassion: What opportunities are there to 
show compassion for the environment and 

each other?

Community: Where are the links to local 
expertise and resources? Visits and visitors

Overall outcome

A wall display showcasing the history of Ramsbury and its journey 
to the present day. Past settlement Pre roman activity

Key subjects

History: Local links and context
Geography: navigation
RE: The role of the church in history
Science: Life cycles (focus on groundnuts)
English: Persuasive texts – our strength of belief

Texts
The story of the Blue Plant by Andri Snær Magnason
Oranges in no Man’s Land by Elizabeth laird
Our Island story by Henrietta Marshall

Transformative diverse individuals
Promoting under-represented groups/individuals

Rise:up – young people who made a difference when faced with 
adversity. 
David Attenborough/Lizzy Harper

Narrative hook

People: Thomas from Lawra

Place: Ramsbury/Ghana/Lebanon

Possibilities: Local trips/Museums/Botanical gardens

Creativity: How will we show we understand 
in multiple ways?

PRESENT
Is home where the heart is?



Science – Chemistry 
Using the right materials – Romans used 
concrete, glass, marble, extraction of metals

The Romans – what did they do for us?
Applications to modern life: concrete! 

Music - Romans love of music – to enhance all 
aspects of life: battle/theatre. Emotion 
through music

Geography – Ethical trade – How did we all 
work together trading raw materials

RE – Belief and practice/dietary laws

Making Roman Instruments and composition 
of music 

Writing a Roman Tragedy or Comedy

Collagraph printing (art)-Using the artist Clare 
Yarrington and her "Fragments of the Past" 
collagraph prints as inspiration.

Explanation text

Crime scene! Use science skills to solve a  
crime!

Roman purses/Catapults

Class 4 – Sound, Materials, Saxons

Class 6 – Stone Age/Iron Age

Class 3 – World War 2

Class 2  - Five Pillars of Islam

Class 3 - Christianity

The main question in this unit is to consider 
whether it was right for the Romans to invade.

They brought great benefit to the UK but it was 
still an invasion and an act of war on native 
Britain. 

Would we have been where we are today 
without the Romans?

Ethical trade – Cotton production in India

Sawm/Lent

Littlecote House

Crowood House

Chedworth Roman Villa

Materials scavenger hunt

Content: What will we learn? Coherence: How does this link to other year 
groups and core subjects?

Compassion: What opportunities are there to 
show compassion for the environment and 

each other?

Community: Where are the links to local 
expertise and resources? Visits and visitors

Overall outcome

Apply knowledge gained in the past to present day

Key subjects
History focus – Romans and their impact on Britain

Science – materials and how we have come to use the 
elements

Geography – Ethical trade, 

PAST
Are we free to Rome?

Key vocabulary
Invasion, soldier, army, infantry, materials, transparent, rigid, matter, atoms, dissolve, solubility, 

soluble, solute, mixture, 

Texts
The Firework Makers daughter by Phillip Pulman

The Glass of Lead and Gold by Cornelia Funke

A short history of nearly everything by Bill Bryson

Transformative diverse individuals
Promoting under-represented groups/individuals

Bill Bryson
Cornelia Funke

Clare Yarrington
Ritu Kumar – printing techniques/designer

Stella McCartney - Fashion

Narrative hook

People: A Roman Soldier, 

Place: Rome

Possibilities: His life, his journey, did he want to leave Rome and 
invade another country?

Creativity: How will we show we understand 
in multiple ways?


